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Antica Napa Valley is a perfect balance between Tuscan and California
styles. The landscape and the surrounding hillsides are surprisingly
similar to Tuscany but more importantly, it’s perfect viticulture territory.
In 1993, convinced that this terroir possessed outstanding potential, the
Antinori family decided to invest in this project and took over the
vineyards and winery operations. The estate encompasses 220 hectares (500
acres) of planted vineyards. 

In 2006 “Antica” Napa Valley was produced, a wine that bonds and
expresses the Tuscan and Californian styles in perfect harmony. The name
is a combination of Antinori and California, as well as the word for
“Ancient” in Italian. The Antica Winery is the fulfillment of a dream and at
the same time a milestone for the production of great Antinori wines in
Napa Valley.

ANTICA  NAPA VALLEY
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A beautifully crisp, aromatic and structured wine,
with captivating aromas of lime, green apple, kiwi,
passionfruit, melon, and white peach. The tiniest
touch of oak in the background provides a frame for
all the lovely fruit aromatics

SAUVIGNON BLANC 2020
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The Antica Napa Valley "A26" Chardonnay is extremely
rich and concentrated. The wine has a wonderful
aromatic expression with its exotic apricot and sweet
white peach scents, along with its crushed stone
minerality. The wine has mouth filling flavors of a
baked apple tart finishing exceptionally long with its
vibrant acidity, which provides lingering freshness.

MARCHESE  S IGNATURE 
"A26 "  CHARDONNAY 2019
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The Antica Napa Valley Mountain Select Cabernet
Sauvignon opens with black cherry, and vanilla bean
notes. Aromas of blackberry and graphite emerge
giving this wine layers of complexity. The wine has a
powerful and dense palate of blueberry and sweet
spice. The tannins are smooth and seamless with a
finish that lingers long after finishing your glass.

MOUNTAIN SELECT  
CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2018
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MARCHESE  S IGNATURE TOWNSEND 
CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2018

The Antica Napa Valley 2016 "Townsend" Cabernet
Sauvignon draws its strength from the magnificent
vineyard from which it is made. The wine has beautiful,
complex aromas of fresh blackberry, blueberry, and
currant. There are electrifying flavors, ranging from
cherry to chocolate to herbs with a seamless soft and
velvety texture. 2016 Townsend is full-bodied, graceful and
authoritative, ending with silky tannins. A wine made to
age for decades. 
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Luscious honey, apricot and dried fig notes are the
hallmark of this surprisingly complex dessert wine.
Allowing the Muscat d’Soracco grapes to linger on the
vine until nearly dry ensured concentrated flavors and
sweetness while maintaining the freshness of this
special Italian clone.

G&G SORACCO 
LATE  HARVEST  2017
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